ACADEMIC ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION/CIF SAN FRANCISCO SECTION
BOYS SOCCER ALL-CITY 2016-17

DIVISION 1

MOST VALUABLE FORWARD
Bryan Mendoza
SR Marshall

MOST VALUABLE MIDFIELDER
Antonio Portugal
SR Mission

MOST VALUABLE DEFENDER
Kilverth Zelaya
SR Marshall

MOST VALUABLE GOAL KEEPER
Isaac Alvarez
JR Mission

FIRST TEAM
Erik Arias
JR Galileo
Eamon McLoughlin
SR Balboa

SECOND TEAM
Elmer Gil Cordova
JR Galileo
Marlon Cruz Hernandez
SR Galileo

Jonathan Argueta-Vasquez
SR Lowell
Roger Villatoro
JR Galileo

Nick Kaliss
SR Lowell
Kian Lonergan
JR Lowell

Nelson Avila Abarca
JR Marshall
Cian O’Dwyer
SR Lowell

Jose Carcamo
JR Marshall
Cesar Contreras
JR Marshall

Bryan Mendoza
SR Marshall
Stone Garland
JR Mission

Kilverth Zelaya
SR Marshall
Johnny Hernandez
SR Mission

Isaac Alvarez
JR Mission
Benjamin Levin
JR Mission

Riley Clark
JR Mission
Jefry Castro Torres
JR O’Connell

Antonio Portugal
SR Mission
Jose Sanchez
SR O’Connell

COACH OF THE YEAR
Matilde Lacayo
Marshall

DIVISION 2

MOST VALUABLE FORWARD
Issam Benarafa
SR Washington

MOST VALUABLE MIDFIELDER
Aseel Fara
SR Wallenberg

MOST VALUABLE DEFENDER
Diego Juarez Meza
JR SFI

MOST VALUABLE GOAL KEEPER
Hernan Torres
SR Burton

FIRST TEAM
Ido Baruch
SR Academy
Carlo Jimenez
SR Academy

Pedro Gomez Mota
JR Academy
Rodrigo Perez
JR Academy

Celin Castaneda
SR Burton
Adonis Castaneda
JR Burton

Hernan Torres
SR Burton
Joshua Yamamoto
SO Burton

Jose Hernandez
SO SFI
Eliezer Garcia Bacilio
JR SFI

Diego Juarez Meza
JR SFI
Johan Lopez Samayao
SO SFI

Cristhian Sevilla Gamez
SR SFI
Nasr Ali
SO Wallenberg

Jesus Cruz
JR Wallenberg
Ali Al-Zaghari
SR Wallenberg

Aseel Fara
SR Wallenberg
Eduardo Galera Pena
JR Washington

Issam Benarafa
SR Washington
Oscar Jimenez
JR Washington

Joseph Monti-Vu
SR Washington
Chase McCord
JR Washington

CO-COACH OF THE YEAR
Raul Pacheco & Carlos Marcia
SFI